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Kymlicka & Patten 2003; May 2014; Wee 2011
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Are our 
arguments for 
sign language 

rights still 
valid?
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4. Sign language is unique and beautiful

3. Sign language is the only language that is 100% fully accessible

2. Sign language is the only language deaf people can express themselves fully in

5. Sign language is deaf people’s first language

6. Sign language is beneficial for …

7. Sign language gives access to …

1. Deaf people need sign language
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Right 

Wrong

Strong(er) 

Weak(er)



1. “Deaf people 
need sign 
language”

Deficit argument: 
“rely on”, “can’t speak”

Who decides about “need”?

What if deaf children say they 
don’t ”need” sign language 
(anymore)?
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2. ” Sign 
language is the 
only language 
deaf people can 
express 
themselves fully 
in”

Who can ever express 
themselves fully in any 
language? 

Dependency argument

Overlooks broader linguistic 
repertoire 
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3. ”Sign 
language is 
the only 
language that 
is 100% 
accessible”

What does “accessible” actually mean? 

Accessible for whom? Nice if you can access 
it but what if you cannot use it with anyone, 
if it has no instrumental value? 

Importance of exposure, peer group, 
immersion settings etc.

What if other languages/modalities become 
‘100%’ accessible?
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4. “Sign languages are 
unique and beautiful”

That’s right!

(... But so are all languages… And 
yet many cease to exist because 
speakers stop using them.)
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5. “Sign language is deaf people’s first 
language”

• Not in all contexts and all situations
• Deaf people engage in ‘languaging’ 
•Make contextual language and modality choices influenced 

by different factors
•We don’t know a lot yet about what governs 

language/modality choice
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De Meulder & Birnie, submitted



Kusters & De Meulder 2019



6. Sign language is 
beneficial for … 

• Speech development
• CI outcomes 
• Parent-child bonding
•…

Instrumental arguments 
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7. Sign language gives ‘access’ to 
…

• Instrumental argument
• Of all arguments this one is 

most ‘disability framed’
• “Access” often only because 

there are interpreters (De 
Meulder & Haualand 2019)
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4. Sign language is unique and beautiful

3. Sign language is the only language that is 100% fully accessible

2. Sign language is the only language deaf people can express themselves fully in

5. Sign language is deaf people’s first language

6. Sign language is beneficial for …

7. Sign language gives access to …

1. Deaf people need sign language
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Sign language rights: 
when?
• Language/linguistic deprivation (e.g. 

Humphries et al. 2019; Hall et al. 2019)

• ’Critical period hypothesis’ 

• Not every lack of early access to sign 
language is ‘language deprivation’ 

• One window => multiple windows

• ‘Late signer’ => new signer? (while 
being mindful of modality privileges!)
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Sign language rights

Why?
A lot of focus on 

access

need

first

only

When?
A lot of focus on

early

babies and small children
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We all know that sign 
language rights are a 
crucial part of our 
future. But the way in 
which we promote 
those rights will have to 
change.
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Unique and mainstream

How we feel about/experience 
sign languages => unique

How we promote sign 
languages/sign language rights 
=> must become mainstream
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4. Deaf people have the right to choose to sign (irrespective of…)

3. Opportunity to sign across the lifespan (early is better, later is good)

2. Deaf people must have the opportunity/motivation/incentive to sign

5. Sign language rights are no longer only physical but increasingly digital

6. Sign languages must be given breathing spaces

7. Sign languages are a part of human and linguistic diversity

1. Sign languages are among the languages deaf people use (not the only languages)



Sign language rights for all 
and forever?

• Sign language rights: not an 
accommodation because lacking 
proficiency in majority language(s)
• But a right irrespective of this 

proficiency 
• Even if deaf people can ‘access’ and 

use other languages, the right to 
sign must be safeguarded
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• Right to sign across the lifespan

• As early as possible. Later is good, 
early is better

• Learn from the language trajectories 
and practices of deaf new signers and 
welcome them into deaf communities
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Sign language rights for all 
and forever?



Hopeful arguments 
for sign language rights for all 

in the 21st century?
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Slides available at 
https://maartjedemeulder.be/slides/  
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